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CONTEXT OF THE STUDY 

The aim of the poster is to have insight of what is expected from students at the end 

of secondary school. This can be a way to study the prerequisites “at the entrance” to 

university courses in mathematics.  Analysing the tasks proposed in the high school 

final assessment seems to be a first possible approach. In this study, we want to 

present a comparison between three countries: Chile, France and Italy. The 

comparison concerns the work on functions at the end of the secondary school. First 

of all, these three countries have a different school system. The Chilean high school 

finishes at grade 12. The final assessment, called “Prueba de Selección 

Universitaria” (PSU), is an exam that ranks students for accessing to university. 

However the whole set of the notions studied at secondary school is not evaluated 

though PSU. The PSU test in mathematics is a multiple-choice test. In France, the 

high school goes from grade 10 to grade 12. At the end of this period, students have 

to pass an exam, called “Baccalauréat”, which is compulsory to enter university. The 

“Baccalauréat” varies according to the sections. In scientific section, the exam in 

mathematics is composed of four exercises, with detailed questions. Finally, the 

Italian high school finishes at grade 13 (so it lasts one year more than the Chilean 

one and the French one). The final exam is called “Maturità” and, as in France, it is 

necessary to access to university. In scientific section, the exam in mathematics 

consists of two problems, of which only one has to be solved, and 10 questions (the 

candidate chooses and solves 5 of them). Clearly, preparing students for the final 

assessment represents one of the main aims of the last year of high school in each 

country. In our study, we focus on the tasks involving functions. And we wonder: 

what activation level of knowledge related to functions is expected from students at 

the end of the secondary school in Chile, France and Italy? To answer this research 

question, we propose an international comparison through the analysis of the 

different final assessments. 



  

A PRIORI ANALYSIS OF TASKS 

In the poster we show one representative task on functions for each of the three 

countries and, through an a priori analysis, we try to detect particularities in each 

resolution process. We partially refer to the methodology of tasks analysis introduced 

by Aline Robert (1998). Specifically, we wonder if the question is open or closed, we 

focus on the activated frames (Douady, 1986), working frames and registers (Duval, 

1995). Moreover, we consider the adaptations to do (introducing steps, choosing a 

method, recognising the modality of application) as well as the expected activation 

level of knowledge (technical, mobilisable, available). In particular, we can 

distinguish two degrees of availability. On the one hand, a certain notion/property 

can be recalled and employed as an “object”: for example, the memorisation of a 

formula to directly work the involved notion. We call it “object availability”. On the 

other hand, a notion/property can be recalled and introduced by the student himself 

as a “tool”, to solve a question that doesn’t involve directly the notion. We call it 

“tool availability”. The degree of availability of knowledge is at the core of our 

comparison. 

CONCLUSIONS 

This analysis allows us to notice some similarities and several remarkable 

differences between the countries assessments. Our main result is the observation of 

a great dissimilarity at the level of availability and of autonomy expected from the 

students. Chilean students are required to have a high activation level of object 

available knowledge. French students are expected to mobilise some pieces of 

knowledge at a tool available level, but the object available knowledge prevails, with 

little space left to autonomy. Italian students are supposed to be more autonomous in 

solving tasks and in mobilising knowledge at a high level of availability as a tool. 
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Three countries : Chile, France and Italy. 

Aim : What is expected from students at the end of secondary school. 

Focus : Study of function (functional frame). 

Research question : What activity is expected from students ? 

 

Methodology : a priori analysis of one representative assessment task for 

each country. 
       

1 Grade of 

opening 
2 Working 

frames 

3 Registers 4 Adaptations 

to do 

5 Level of activation 

of knowledge 

1 Semi-closed question (autonomy in the 

choice of methods) 

2 Algebraic / Numerical / Graphical 

(not all indicated ; no frame changes) 

3 In the question : 

Natural language / Algebraic expression 

In the possible resolutions : 

Algebraic expression / Numerical 

4 Point of view changes, method choices 

5 Availability as object 

(recalling and employing properties of 

secondary degree functions) 

No justification required 

1 Semi-open question (open except for 

one anticipation on the results) 

2 Functional / Algebraic / “Algebraised” 

analysis / Numerical  Graphical (not all 

indicated ; autonomous frame changes) 

3 In the question : 

Natural language / Algebraic expression  

In the possible resolution : 

Algebraic and “Algebraised” analysis 

expressions / Table / Graphical  

4 Introduction of steps, point of view 

changes, anticipation, reasoning by 

contradiction, … 

5 Availability as object (recalling and 

employing properties of functions) 

Availability as tool (recalling and 

introducing rules to help the reasoning 

process) 

1 Semi-closed question (questions enchainment, 

autonomy in the choice of methods, some 

helps) 

2 Algebraic / “Algebraised” analysis / Functional 

(indicated frame changes) 

3 In the question : Natural language / Algebraic 

expression 

In the possible resolution : Natural language / 

Algebraic and “Algebraised” analysis 

expressions / Table (indicated register changes) 

4 Recognising modality of application, 

method choices, use of previous questions, 

point of view changes 

5 Availability as object (application of theorems) 

Average autonomy 

 

Some adaptations 

 

Availability mainly 

as object 

What is expected from students at the end of secondary school 

CHILE 
FRANCE 

ITALY 

  A priori analysis of some assessment tasks 

expression / Graphical representation 

(some indications for choosing and 

changing register ; not to be made 

explicit) 

representation / Natural language (few 

indications for choosing and 

changing registers) 


